TIMELINE
THE LBG (present day)
Praveen Heinrich - Arjun Janakiram - Avnith Janakiram - Aum Janakiram - Maynard Grant

There is new understanding. It was not a matter
of hope it was merely a matter of time. The LBG
play only their music and they are not apologetic

LBG 2000
Praveen Heinrich - Arjun Janakiram - Avnith Janakiram - Aum Janakiram
The Antibionic is born .The band writes new
songs and Aum joins the band and practice
furiously for one month at Sound Suite
Studios under the auspices of Ashok
Cherian. We were tighter than ever ever
before. Moreover we became a rock band or
something more than that...

- Kimberly Daniels
/ Rahul Gopal
/ Ashok Cherian
/Vasanth David
ANY GIVEN FRIDAY

A NEW TYPE OF LBG 1999
Reginald Goveas - Avnith - Arjun - R8 - Joy - Praveen Heinrich
The LBG delve in to the funky the disco, the samba and the psychedelic
as they team up with eccentric vocalist Reginald, mystery man Praveen
Heinrich(on flute?) And a man called joy.
Record first five song demo Sept 9/9/1999
‘More than the Colour Green’ is recorded
Regi and Joy bid us fond farewell

NO IDEA 2000
Nanditha - Aum -

No Idea is a successful cover
band who have also written
and released demo tracks. They
borrowed our Drummer Rahul
Gopal for a couple of shows and
they forgot to give him back.

ALL ORIGINAL LBG 1998
Arjun Janakiram - Avnith - Regi - Vasanth - Sanjay - Rajini
Arjun and Avnith feel the need to begin performing Original
music. Some of the band thinks otherwise. LBG splits. Arjun
Thomas joins his side project Molotov Cocktail (named by
Arjun Janakiram also) permanently. Arjun Janakiram meets Regi
in a coffee shop called Kuttys asks him if he would like to join
an all original band. We make an appointment.
He brings his goods. We bring ours. A new LBG is born

Mahiar - Rodney - Donny

NURVE 1998
Nanditha Sashidharan - Aum Janakiram - AubreySequiera
Avnith Jankiram and Arjun Thomas do session work along
with Vasanth, Sanjay and Rajini. Sanjay and vasanth
join Nurve ‘permanantly’. LBG is stranded with no
members. It is a time of thinking for the LBG. Aum
started Nurve also a orinal music porject and later went
to form No Idea with Vocalist Nanditha

LITTLE BABOOSHKA’S GRIND 1996/7/8
Arjun Janakiram - Avnith Janakiram - Arjun Thomas - Rehan Khan - Sunder - Vinayak
LBG becomes a six piece metal outfit. Avnith joins the band as
rhythm guitarist. We play the college circuit Jipmer, IIT, IISC etc.
We won a couple we lost a bunch, but we had a cracker of a time.
LBG is a force to be reckoned with...

LITTLE BABOOSHKA’S GRIND 1995
Arjun Janakiram - Arjun Thomas - Rehan Khan - Sunder
Bass
Vocals
Guitars
Drums

Formed for the sole aim of playing a certainwestern music
competition called KMC. We covered Alice In Chains and Rush. Arjun
Janakiram and Rehan Khan named the band in the parking lot. We
called it Grass hoppers Grind. Which we had to change later because
there was a band, a much better with a similar name called
Grasshoppers Green. Arjun Jankiram later changed it to Little
Babooska’s Grind-inspired by a secret band story

WOOD
Aju - Vishi - Rehan - Sunder
Rehan and Sunder Leave to form
Wood a successful progressive metal
band called Wood. LBG and WOOD
play their debut concert as two new
bands together

